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Abstract
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A hybrid material of gold nanodiscs on a calcinated titania nanofilm that allows for selective
quantitative and qualitative characterization of surface-enriched phosphopeptides has been
designed and reported. Fabrication was realized through a combination of layer-by-layer
deposition and high temperature calcination for the titania, and hole-mask colloidal lithography for
the plasmonic nanostructures. The morphology of the resulting titania material was rigorously
characterized, exhibiting substantially decreased surface roughness, which allows for lithographic
fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures. Moreover, high specificity in adsorption and enrichment
of phosphopeptides was exhibited, which was verified by LSPR shifts and matching peaks under
mass spectrometric analysis. The construction of these biochips should inform other combinatorial
nanofabrication techniques, in addition to allowing future phosphoproteomic analyses to be
performed in a time and resource-efficient manner.

Introduction
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The post-translational modification (PTM) of proteins represents a set of processes that
greatly increase the diversity of biological structures and functionalities within the cellular
proteome. Phosphorylation of proteins is one PTM that carries broad impacts throughout
cellular signaling, growth, homeostasis, and disease,1 though the reversible and dynamic
nature of this modification render it difficult to isolate and study. Mass spectrometry has
become the ideal tool for the study of this PTM, as it exhibits high sensitivity, throughput,
and the ability to specifically identify phosphorylated amino acid residues.2 However, due to
the low abundance of phosphopeptides within biological samples, enrichment processes
have become routine within sample processing.3 Metal oxide affinity chromatography
(MOAC) has emerged as a powerful method for phosphopeptide enrichment over the past
several years, and relies on high affinity bidentate interactions between phosphate groups
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and the metal ions displayed at metal oxide surfaces.4,5 While titania (i.e. TiO2 or titanium
dioxide) is the most widely used MOAC agent, having been incorporated into column,6,7
plate,8–10 pipette tip,11 and membrane12 formats, the use of zirconia, alumina, and tin
dioxide has also been demonstrated.5,13–15 Fabrication techniques for these platforms have
varied, from benchtop methods to cleanroom processes, with the synthetic conditions
suggested to play an important role in the characteristics and performance of the final
material.5
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While mass spectrometric analyses of phosphorylated species have been highly successful
with MOAC, increasing the informational power through complementary, real-time sensing
techniques is desirable. Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) spectroscopy is one
method poised for ideal integration with on-plate MOAC and matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization/mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS). LSPR refers to the collective
oscillation of delocalized electrons around a nanoparticle (e.g. gold or silver) that is much
smaller than the wavelength of the incident light source responsible for excitation.16 The
manifestation of localized surface plasmons is typically monitored through the presence of
an absorbance band within the extinction spectrum of the nanomaterial, which the majority
of laboratories are equipped to measure. The location and shape of this absorbance band are
heavily dependent on the shape, periodicity, and composition of the nanomaterial, in
addition to the bulk refractive index of the surrounding media.17 This latter dependency
grants the ability to conduct label-free and real-time sensing within close vicinity of LSPR
active nanostructures, both in solution and surface bound formats, given that the surface
chemistry of the nanostructures is tailored for target-specific capture.18 The integration of
LSPR and mass spectrometry has previously been demonstrated for matrix-assisted
ionization of amyloid-beta derived diffusible ligands,19 and surface-assisted ionization of
peptides and small molecules.20,21 In each of these studies, LSPR provided quantitative realtime binding information, while commercial MALDI mass spectrometers were used to
confirm the identity of target compounds on-chip. Similar studies focused on LSPR
detection have been attempted for titania-based MOAC, using gold nanoparticles deposited
onto commercial glass slides, which were thereafter spin-coated with a titania (i.e. titanium
isopropoxide) solution.22,23 While effective for sensitive phosphoprotein detection, interests
have gradually shifted toward lithographically fabricated nanostructures due to their
reproducibility and ability to manufacture in quantity,24 thereby paving the path for more
accessible high-throughput analyses to be conducted.25,26
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We have previously demonstrated that the layer-by-layer technique combined with a high
temperature calcination process (LbL/calcination) is suitable for the benchtop fabrication of
nanoscale titania films with controllable thickness.9 Rough surface features, such as
microscale pores and aggregates, contributed to the overall surface area and were beneficial
for phosphopeptide loading and MALDI-MS analysis, though these features prevent the
uniform lithographic fabrication of superimposed nanostructures. The method of application
(e.g. immersion, spraying, etc.) for LbL/calcination has been shown to have profound
impacts on the final surface morphology for silicate nanofilms,27,28 which we investigate
herein for calcinated titania. Utilizing an immersion based application of each titania
precursor layer resulted in a substantially reduced surface roughness over previously utilized
spray techniques,9 rendering the surface amenable to direct, lithographic nanoparticle
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fabrication techniques. We thereafter applied arrays of gold nanodiscs (AuNDs) through
hole-mask colloidal lithography (HCL) to the calcinated titania films, which exhibited
excellent uniformity in morphology and optical characteristics. The titania/AuND substrates
were capable of on-chip enrichment of phosphopeptides from a tryptic digest of β-casein, as
confirmed by MALDI-MS and LSPR. We anticipate the methods developed here to inform
future combinatorial nanofabrication techniques, in addition to the material itself becoming
part of the growing toolkit for phosphoproteome analysis.

Experimental section
Materials and reagents
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β-Casein, trypsin (from bovine pancreas), anisole, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, MW
~ 996 kDa), poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, MW ~ 56 kDa), titanium(IV)bis(ammoniumlactato)dihydroxide solution (TALH, 50 wt% in H2O), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, 99%),
Super-DHB, and n-octadecyltri-chlorosilane (C18, 90%) were from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). Ethanol (200 proof) and acetonitrile (ACN) were from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, OH). Phosphoric acid (85% w/w) was from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA).
Poly(-diallyldimethylammonium chloride) solution (PDDA, 20%) and carboxylated
polystyrene nanospheres (0.2 μm, 2.6% solids) were from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington,
PA). BK7 glass substrates were from Corning (Painted Post, NY). Chromium and gold used
for electron-beam evaporation were acquired as pellets of 99.99% purity from Kurt J. Lesker
(Jefferson Hills, PA). Nanopure water (≥18 MΩ cm), purified through a Barnstead E Pure
filtration system (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL), was used for all reagent preparations.
Instrumentation
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Absorbance spectra were collected using a USB 2000 + UV-Vis spectrometer with
illumination from a HL-2000 Tungsten-Halogen light source guided through 200 μm optical
fibers (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). Mass spectra were acquired as an average of 60 laser
shots using a Voyager-DE STR MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems,
Framingham, MA) operating in positive reflector mode at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on an FEI NNS450 SEM (Hillsboro,
OR) in CFAMM at UC Riverside. For SEM analysis, all samples were sputtered with a Pt/Pd
mixture for 30 s to enhance contrast and prevent titania sample charging. Atomic force
microscopy was conducted on a Veeco Dimension 5000 (Santa Barbara, CA) under tapping
mode at a scan rate of 1 Hz.
Nanodisc array fabrication
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Titania nanofilms were constructed through layer-by-layer deposition of a titania precursor
and polyelectrolyte, followed by calcination of the entire support.9 BK7 glass microscope
slides were first cleaned using a boiling piranha solution (3 : 1 H2SO4 and 30% H2O2) for
30 min, followed by rinsing with nanopure water and drying under compressed air. The
slides were then alternately soaked in PAH (1 mg ML−1, pH 7.5) and TALH (5 wt%, pH 7.5)
for 1 min at a time, with 1 min rinses of nanopure water in between to build up a multilayer
structure of electrostatically adsorbed compounds. After the desired number of layers was
reached, the slide was thoroughly rinsed with nanopure water, dried under an N2 stream, and
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heated to 450 °C in a furnace for 4 h. After cooling to room temperature, the slide was
rinsed alternately with nanopure water and ethanol three times.
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Gold nanodisc (AuND) arrays were fabricated by hole-mask colloidal lithography (HCL)
directly on the calcinated TiO2 films.29 A 4% PMMA solution in anisole was spin coated
onto the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s, followed by soft baking at 170 °C for 10 min. The
surface was plasma treated for 20 s in a Harrick PDC-32G source set to an RF power of 18
W, then immediately placed in a 0.2% PDDA solution for ca. 5 min before rinsing with
nanopure water and drying under N2. Carboxylated polystyrene nanospheres (0.2% v/v)
were applied to the PDDA-coated surface and incubated for 1 h, after which, the surface was
rinsed with nanopure water and dried under N2. Thereafter, 20 nm of Au was deposited onto
the surface using electron-beam evaporation (Temescal, Berkeley, CA) at 5 × 10−6 Torr in a
Class 1000 cleanroom facility (UCR Center for Nanoscale Science & Engineering). The
polystyrene spheres were removed by tape stripping (3M Scotch, USA), and the substrates
were etched under O2 plasma (250 mTorr) in an STS MESC Multiplex RIE system
(Newport, UK) set to an RF power of 50 W for 6 min. Finally, 2 nm of Cr and 50 nm of Au
were deposited using electron-beam evaporation under the conditions described above, and
the substrates were sonicated in acetone, leaving an evenly distributed array of AuNDs
attached to the TiO2 surface. For array spot fabrication, patterning of distinct sensing areas
was performed using a shadow mask during the final metal evaporation.25 Altogether, these
methods exhibit excellent batch reproducibility, with the experiments herein representative
of multiple, separate titania and AuND fabrications.
MS sample preparation
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An appropriate amount of β-casein stock solution (5 mg mL−1) in 50 mM NH4CO3 was
digested with trypsin (1 mg mL−1 stock in 1 mM HCl) overnight at 37 °C. The final β-casein
concentration was set to 1 mg mL−1 with a substrate : enzyme ratio of 50 : 1 (m/m).30 After
completion of the digest, 40 μL of formic acid was added to the mixture to stop the
enzymatic reaction. The sample was then diluted with nanopure water to the desired
experimental concentration prior to spotting 1 μL droplets onto the titania/AuND surface. To
provide even sample deposition, a hydrophobic corral of C18 was utilized for each array
spot (ESI†).9,21 These sample droplets were incubated on-plate for 20 min within a humidity
chamber at ambient temperature, followed by rinsing of the entire surface with 2% (w/w)
TFA and drying under an N2 stream. Thereafter, 1 μL of a DHB matrix (10 mg mL−1) in 1 :
1 : 0.005 (v/v/v) ACN : H2O : H3PO4 was applied to each sample spot and dried in a
vacuum desiccator. All substrates were fixed onto a custom stainless steel sample stage with
conductive (5–10 mΩ) copper foil 1181 tape (3M, USA) for MS analysis.
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Results and discussion
Design and fabrication
Gold nanodiscs (AuNDs) on titania were fabricated by a layer-by-layer self-assembly/
calcination process for the titania nanofilms, followed by hole-mask colloidal lithography of

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Additional methods and figures. See DOI: 10.1039/c7ra08870a
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AuNDs on top of the substrate (Fig. 1A). The layer-by-layer (LbL) technique has been a
long-established strategy for creating multilayer polyelectrolyte composites with tunable
compositions and nanoscale thicknesses.31 If an inorganic precursor, such as silicate or
Ti(IV), is incorporated into these assemblies and treated by calcination, any sacrificial
organic polymers will combust, leaving a dense network of the inorganic oxide.27 This
combination of LbL/calcination has been successfully applied in the fabrication of both
titania and glass nanofilms ranging from 2–20 nm on both silica and gold supports.9,20,27 In
the case of titania, a spray based method was used in the application of each layer, and with
no rinsing of weakly adsorbed polyelectrolytes until the final layer had been applied, which
resulted in a highly porous structure with microscale aggregates.9 While this provided an
exceptionally large surface area for biomolecule enrichment, the high surface roughness
prevents additional structures from being lithographically fabricated on top of the nanofilm
since most commercial polymer resists may not evenly distribute. Therefore, the LbL/
calcination method was modified herein for the formation of titania layers with a lower
surface roughness that would be amenable to direct lithographic applications.
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Titania nanofilms of varying thickness and surface rough ness were constructed by alternate
immersion of piranha-cleaned glass microscope slides in PAH and TALH, with copious
rinsing of nanopure water in between each immersion step. This was tested for multiple
deposition cycles (n = 1, 3, 5, and 10), and the resulting dried and calcinated substrates were
investigated with atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 2). As the (PAH/TALH)n layer
number increases, an increase in film thickness and surface roughness is observed up until
(PAH/ TALH)10, in which a smoothing effect appears to take place (Table 1). There are also
multiple aggregates of ca. 500 nm in length evident that increase in number with additional
(PAH/ TALH)n layers. The increase in surface roughness and aggregate density likely
follows an Ostwald ripening mechanism due to PAH-induced bridging flocculation of TALH
in (PAH/TALH)1–5, with Smoluchowski ripening (i.e. coalescing of aggregates) becoming
dominant as the nanoscale clusters become more densely packed on the surface in (PAH/
TALH)10.32,33 This is in stark contrast with titania fabricated through the spray LbL/
calcination method, which exhibit nano- and micropores (both absent here), massive
aggregates of several microns in diameter, and surface roughnesses (root mean square, rms)
of 23.7 nm for (PAH/TALH)4 and 116.8 nm for (PAH/TALH)8.9 In the immersion LbL/
calcination method used here, the greatest surface roughness observed was 7.30 nm for
(PAH/TALH)5 (Table 1), which has proven smooth enough for lithographic fabrication of
gold nanostructures.
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The AuNDs were fabricated through hole-mask colloidal lithography, a versatile technique
utilizing uniformly adsorbed polystyrene nanospheres on a PMMA resist to create a selfassembled mask for metal deposition in distinct nanoscale areas.29 Here, a PMMA resist
was applied directly to the calcinated titania film and HCL was performed on top of the
fabricated substrate (Fig. 1). The resulting AuNDs were thereafter subjected to
morphological and optical characterizations (Fig. 3). Scanning electron microscopy reveals
the AuNDs to be remarkably monodisperse and evenly distributed across the entire
nanofilm, with no evident voids of AuNDs, and minimal aggregation into dimer or trimer
clusters (Fig. 1B and 3A). This is reflected in their localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) absorbance spectra (Fig. 3B), which display only a 0.06% relative standard
RSC Adv. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 January 28.
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deviation in their peak position across an entire 50 × 75 mm glass/titania support (λpeak =
727 ± 0.45 nm, n= 5). The localized surface plasmons of the nanodiscs were modeled using
finite-difference time-domain simulations, which reveal the generated electromagnetic fields
to be concentrated at the tips of the structures, extending ca. 50 nm away from the surface,
with the highest intensities within 20 nm of the surface (Fig. 3C and D). This is in general
agreement with standard LSPR mechanisms,16 and allows for label-free spectroscopic
sensing to take place in close vicinity of the nanodiscs, in addition to enhanced laser
desorption/ionization in surface mass spectrometric measurements.20,21
Enrichment capacities of multilayer composites
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The titania/AuND composite was tested for its ability to enrich phosphorylated species from
a complex peptide/protein mixture. For these initial studies, the (PAH/TALH)5 substrate was
utilized, and variations in layer number were investigated thereafter. The mass spectra of a
tryptic digest of β-casein in the amount of 10 pmol on a standard stainless steel MALDI
plate, the titania/AuND composite, and an unmodified glass slide are provided in Fig. 4. βCasein is known to contain multiple phosphorylation sites, particularly at serine residues,
though targeted studies investigating the location and extent of these phosphorylations
remain challenging when other species competing for ionization are present. This is evident
within the mass spectrum of the digest on a standard MALDI plate, which exhibits multiple
peaks attributed to non-phosphorylated peptides and digest contaminants, in addition to three
main phosphorylated species (Fig. 4A). These peaks, at m/z 2062, 2557, and 3122, have
been denoted as β1, β2, and β3, respectively, and their sequences and relative positions are
provided in Table 2. All three phosphopeptides are of relatively low signal abundance
(<40%) compared to the other species present, rendering selective characterization difficult.
Enrichment of the b-casein digest on the titania/AuND composite, on the other hand, yields
a far more simplified spectrum (Fig. 4B). After a 20 min incubation on this substrate, with
rinsing of non-specifically adsorbed contaminants thereafter, the β1, β2, and b3 peaks
become far more prominent over the background, with the b3 peak dominant above the other
two. This is attributed to β3 having four phosphorylated serine residues, as opposed to b1
and b2 having one phosphorylation site each (Table 2), thus resulting in multivalent binding
of β3 to the titania/AuND surface. The presence of these additional phosphorylation sites is
further apparent in the analysis of the fragment peaks between m/z 2830–3027, denoted as
β3a, β3b, and β3c. Indistinguishable in the standard MALDI data, each of these peaks
occurs ca. m/z 97 lower than one another, suggesting successive losses of phosphate from
the b3 parent ion. This series of fragmentations is likely caused by the ionization laser
source, and if desired, may be mitigated through the use of lower laser fluences.34 The
enrichment process on the titania/ AuND surface is quite important in the assignment of the
parent ion to the β3a-c peaks, which could be precluded in the presence of interferents and
without MS/MS or high-resolution instrumentation. To verify that the enrichment can be
attributed to the titania nanofilm and not the glass support or gold nanostructures, an AuND
on glass (no titania) substrate was subjected to the same incubation and enrichment process
for β- casein, though no MS peaks could be detected after the rinsing and analysis steps
(Fig. 4C).
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When the effect of (PAH/TALH)n layer number on the enrichment capacity of the titania/
AuND substrates was investigated, a general correlation between phosphopeptide affinity
and apparent surface coverage of titania was observed (Table 1 and Fig. S1†). Increasing the
(PAH/TALH)n layer number from n = 1–10 resulted in gradual increases in the ionization
intensities of the ß1, ß2, and ß3 MS peaks, with the signals plateauing around 5 (PAH/
TALH)n layers (Fig. S1†). While this data suggests that full surface coverage is not achieved
until at least 5 layers of polyelectrolytes have been deposited, further analyses were required
to characterize the distribution of titania on the final calcinated surfaces.
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Common nanoscale visualization and identification techniques, such as SEM coupled with
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, can be problematic for investigating homeogenous
distributions of titania due to the tendency of the material to charge under the electron beam
without a conductive coating.35 To circumvent this issue, an indirect visualization method
involving fluorescently tagged supported phospholipid membranes was utilized. When a
suspension of small, unilamellar lipid vesicles (SUVs) is applied to a hydrophilic support,
vesicles are known to electrostatically adsorb, and in the case of glass, rupture, fuse, and
self-assemble into a supported lipid bilayer.36 Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) has traditionally been used to investigate the mobility of fluorophore-tagged lipids
embedded within supported membranes, with those on glass exhibiting high lateral mobility.
37 Titania, on the other hand, has been shown to only adsorb intact vesicles, with their
rupture only induced by viral peptides or pH adjustment.38–40 Without these rupture
techniques, titania-supported vesicles will exhibit no long-range lateral mobility of
embedded phospholipids. With this in mind, fluorescent phosphocholine SUVs were applied
to bare glass and the (PAH/TALH)1–10 substrates, and the surfaces were thereafter subjected
to analysis by FRAP (see ESI† for experimental details). Confocal microscopy reveals an
even distribution of fluorescence across all surfaces prior to photo-bleaching, indicative of
uniform adsorption of SUVs to glass and calcinated titania (Fig. 5 and S2†). After
photobleaching, recovery of fluorescence within the bleached regions, indicative of lateral
phospholipid mobility, is noted on the glass and (PAH/TALH)1 substrates, albeit with a
decreased mobile fraction on (PAH/ TALH)1, with the (PAH/TALH)3–10 substrates
exhibiting no redistribution of fluorescence (Table 1, Fig. 5 and S2†).
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Taken together with the AFM (Fig. 2) and MS (Fig. S1†) results, it can be inferred that full
surface coverage of titania is obtained at n = 3 calcinated (PAH/TALH)n layers, with (PAH/
TALH)1 exhibiting voids of exposed glass that allow for vesicle rupture and lateral lipid
mobility. These voids in titania limit the phosphopeptide enrichment capacity of the final
substrate, which plateaus at n = 5 (PAH/TALH)n layers. The increase in enrichment capacity
and ß1-ß3 ionization intensity between (PAH/TALH)3 and (PAH/TALH)5 could be due to
the increase of surface roughness in (PAH/TALH)5, granting a greater surface area for
biomolecule adsorption (Table 1). This layer number was therefore chosen as optimal for all
subsequent phospho-peptide analyses.
In situ multimodal monitoring and detection
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) spectroscopy of the nanodiscs on calcinated
titania was used to monitor the enrichment of phosphopeptides on the substrate, in addition
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to the removal of non-specifically adsorbed salts and biomolecules. Absorbance spectra of
the titania/AuND arrays under varying ß-casein digest loadings (0–1 mg mL−1) are provided
in Fig. 6A. Noteworthy in this data (Fig. 6A and B) is that each starting peak wavelength (0
mg mL−1, ca. 727 nm) remained constant, and is in close agreement with the nanodisc array
spectra from other LSPR experiments (Fig. 3B), despite the AuNDs and titania being
fabricated in separate batches and on different days. Each increase in digest concentration
results in a shift in the nanodisc absorbance peak toward higher wavelengths, and the
amount of bulk sample can be relatively quantified from these shifts with minimal deviation
in response (Fig. 6B). It is noted that above 0.25 mg mL−1 of β-casein, the range of linearity
for the curve is exceeded and the LSPR signal begins to saturate, which may be due to the
low penetration depth (<50 nm, Fig. 3C and D) of localized surface plasmons generated by
the nanodiscs. For practical considerations, this data also indicates that accurate quantitation
of bulk peptide/ protein solutions should only take place below this level. Following rinsing
of these surfaces with 2% TFA and drying under N2, all absorbance spectra return to their
original peak wavelength (727 nm), suggesting that nearly all components of the mixture
have been removed from the substrate. While it can be inferred from the LSPR results alone
that no biomolecules remain, MALDI-MS was thereafter applied for confirmation and
identification of any remaining species (Fig. 6C-F). Indeed, the phosphorylated species from
β-casein, ß1-ß3, can be successfully detected on these substrates down to a level of 900 fmol
of applied digest (Fig. 6E). Below this level (i.e. 800 fmol, Fig. 6F) only the β1 and β3
peaks can be identified above an acceptable signal-to-noise level (S/N > 3). Taking the above
results together, the titania substrate fabricated here through LbL/calcination, and in a
manner that renders it capable of supporting lithographically patterned nanoparticles,
exhibits promise as a chip-based platform for multimodal phosphoproteome
characterization. An integrated MS substrate with online and label-free detection capabilities
offered by LSPR can be envisioned, with many opportunities open for exotic nanofabrication
techniques and sensitivity enhancements.

Conclusions
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The chosen application method for the construction of LbL/ calcinated substrates has
previously been shown to have a dramatic impact on the morphology of the final nanofilms.
27,28 Herein we have investigated this issue for assemblies constructed from TALH and
PAH, resulting in titania nanofilms optimized for direct lithographic nanoparticle
fabrications. In using an immersion based application of polyelectrolytes, as opposed to a
spray based method, surface roughness of the calcinated products was substantially
minimized, yet still retained the ability to enrich phosphorylated species with appreciable
sensitivity under MALDI-MS analysis. Importantly, application of gold nanodiscs to these
titania surfaces by hole-mask colloidal lithography proved successful, with all titania/ AuND
arrays exhibiting excellent uniformity in nanoparticle morphology and optical properties. As
a demonstration of how hyphenated LSPR and MALDI-MS can be carried out, LSPR
absorbance shifts from the nanodiscs were used to monitor the bulk application and removal
of a tryptic digest of ß-casein, with MALDI-MS confirming the capture of lowly abundant
phosphopeptides within the sample. As future platforms are designed for clinical and field
analyses, higher sensitivities in LSPR measurements will surely be desired so that optical
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quantitation of the enriched species can also take place. One method to accomplish this may
be through the use of alternative nanoparticle geometries that alter the plasmonic field and
resulting LSPR sensitivity, which may include cones, rings, crescents, and nonconcentric
features deposited using clean-room fabrication techniques,29,41–44 in addition to
lithographically patterned rings deposited via newly developed electrochemical deposition
protocols.45,46 Additionally, within the present study nanodiscs remained bare with no
protective monolayer or coating, thus resulting in all phosphopeptides being captured on the
titania between the gold structures. While beneficial for monitoring the removal of bulk
contaminants, application of thin (<20 nm) titania films directly to the nanodisc surface
could be advantageous for enhanced capture of phosphorylated species within the
penetration depth of the localized surface plasmons generated. Once the LSPR aspects are
refined and further developed, future testing should commence using cultured cell systems,
with data gathering proceeding for established phosphorylation pathways, eventually paving
the way for biological discoveries. With the above in mind, the calcinated titania nanofilms
fabricated here grant exceptional versatility as an underlayment for lithographic
nanofabrication techniques, which will certainly prove effective for hyphenated, chip-based,
and label-free analyses in phos-phoproteome research, given that patterned LSPR arrays are
capable of highly reproducible measurements, with complementary identification
capabilities offered by surface based mass spectrometry.
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Fig. 1.
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Fabrication and detection schemes for AuNDs on titania nanofilms. (A) Titania films are
formed through layer-by-layer deposition of a polymer (PAH) and titania precursor (TALH),
followed by calcination of the support and subsequent construction of AuNDs through holemask colloidal lithography (HCL). LSPR and MALDI-MS of phosphopeptides enriched
from crude samples may then proceed on the substrate. (B) SEM of AuNDs on titania, scale
bar represents 500 nm. (C) Representative array of nanodiscs, scale bar represents 25 mm.
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Fig. 2.
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Atomic force microscopy images of titania nanofilms with varying (PAH/TALH)n layers,
post-calcination and rinsing. Color gradients (inset) represent z-axis height in nm, and scale
bars represent 4 μm. (A) (PAH/TALH)1. (B) (PAH/TALH)3. (C) (PAH/TALH)5. (D) (PAH/
TALH)10.
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Fig. 3.
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Characterization of gold nanodiscs. (A) SEM image of gold nanodiscs fabricated through
hole-mask colloidal lithography (HCL), scale bar represents 2 μm. (B) LSPR spectra of
AuNDs in air, exhibiting high reproducibility. Peak wavelength occurs at 727 ± 0.45 nm (n =
5 substrates). (C) Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation of electromagnetic
(EM) field distribution (top view), color gradient (inset) represents EM intensity in arbitrary
units, and scale bar represents 150 nm. (D) FDTD simulation of EM field distribution (side
view), color gradient (inset) represents EM intensity in arbitrary units, and scale bar
represents 150 nm.
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Fig. 4.
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On-plate enrichment of phosphorylated peptides from a β- casein digest. (A) MALDI mass
spectrum of ß-casein peptides produced by overnight digestion with trypsin. (B)
Phosphorylated species enriched on the titania/AuND surface for 20 min, with contaminants
removed through rinsing. (C) Incubation of the β-casein digest on a standard glass/AuND
surface results in no retention of phosphopeptides after rinsing.
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Fig. 5.

Lateral mobility studies of supported phospholipid membranes. Fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) microscopy images before, during, and after fluorophore tagged
lipid bleaching on bare glass, (PAH/TALH)1, and (PAH/TALH)3, with associated recovery
curves.
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Fig. 6.

Phosphopeptide enrichment monitored with LSPR and MALDI-MS. (A) Representative
LSPR spectra of varying concentrations of protein digest deposited on the titania/AuND
surface. (B) LSPR wavelength shifts from varying concentrations of protein digest deposited
on the titania/ AuND surface. Error bars are the result of n = 5 measurements. (C-F)
Enriched β-casein digests in the amount of: 10 pmol (C), 1 pmol (D), 900 fmol (E), and 800
fmol (F).
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Table 1
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Physical Properties of Multilayer Titania Nanofilms
(PAH/TALH)n layers

0

1

3

5

10

—

1.39

4.80

7.30

5.09

Phosphopeptide enrichment

None

Weak

Weak

Strong

Strong

b
Phospholipid mobility

100% (3.0 μm2 s−1)

63% (1.9 μm2 s−1)

0%

0%

0%

a

Surface roughness (nm)

a

Surface roughness is provided as the root mean square (rms) of the height profile over a 10 μm2 area, measured by AFM.

b

Mobilities of supported lipids are provided as the mobile fraction (β) in percent of total lipids bound to the substrate. If lipids were found to be
mobile, then their diffusion coefficients (D) were also provided.
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Identified phosphopeptides from tryptic digestion of β-casein
Peptide name

a
[M + H]+ m/z (theoretical)

[M + H]+ m/z (experimental)

Amino acid sequence

β1

2061.83

2062

FQ[pS]EEQQQTEDELQDK

48–63

β2

2556.09

2557

FQ[pS]EEQQQTEDELQDKIHPF

48–67

β3

3122.26

3122

RELEELNVPGEIVE[pS]L[pS][pS][pS]EESITR

16–40

b

a

Position

Theoretical masses determined with the PeptideMass tool in ExPASy (Expert Protein Analysis System, http://www.uniprot.org) using UniProtKB
data for β-casein (entry ID: P02666).

b

[pS] represents a phosphorylated serine residue, and is included in the theoretical mass calculation.
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